A crucial aspect of safety case management is the ongoing maintenance of the safety argument through life. Throughout the operational life of any system, the corresponding safety case can be challenged by changing regulatory requirements, additional safety evidence and a changing design. In order to maintain an accurate account of the safety of the system, all such challenges must be assessed for their impact on the original safety argument. This is increasingly being recognised by many safety standards. However, many safety engineers are experiencing difficulties with safety case maintenance at present, the prime reason being that they do not have a systematic and methodical approach by which to examine the impact of change on safety argument. This paper presents an approach that begins to address these difficulties by defining a process, based upon the principles of goal structuring, for the systematic impact assessment of safety case challenges.
Introduction
In the first instance the safety case argument will typically be constructed and presented (e.g. to a regulatory authority) prior to the system operating for the first time. The argument is often therefore based on estimated and predicted operational behaviour rather than observed evidence. For this reason alone, even in the absence of changes to the system or the regulatory environment, it is almost inevitable that the safety case will require updating throughout the operational lifetime of the system. Operational experience must be reconciled with the predictions made in the initial safety argument. The system operators, as the 'owners' of the safety case, are typically responsible not only for its initial production but also for its maintenance throughout the lifetime of the system. There is growing recognition in the standards that appropriate mechanisms must be in place for the ongoing maintenance of the safety case. For example, the U.K. Railways (Safety Case) Regulations 1994 states in Regulation 6(1) that:
"A Person who has prepared a safety case persuant to these Regulations shall revise its contents whenever it is appropriate…" Similarly, for developers of defence related systems in the U.K., the Ministry of Defence Safety Standard 00-55 [1] states in section 4.7.1. that:
"After the preparation of the operational Safety Case, any amendments to the deployment of the system should be examined against the assumptions and objectives contained in the Safety Case." Although standards, such as those mentioned, demand appropriate and adequate revision of safety cases, they offer little advice on how such operations can be carried out. The safety case is a complex web of inter-dependent parts: safety requirements, argument, evidence, design and process information. As such, a single change to a safety case may necessitate many other consequential changes -creating a 'ripple effect'. The difficulty faced with current safety cases lies in discerning those consequential changes through the morass of poorly structured documentation. The level of assurance as to how well a safety case has been updated in the light of a change depends largely on the degree to which the document has been understood. There is little guarantee that all changes have been dealt with equally and systematically. Subjectivity plays a greater role in safety case maintenance than is desirable.
Current Problems in Safety Case Maintenance
Working from the published literature on this topic and from discussions with Rolls-Royce safety engineers the key problems currently being faced in safety case maintenance have been identified as the following:
• Difficulty in recognising (importance of) challenges to the safety case Some changes, such as a minor operational role change, may seem innocuous at first when given superficial consideration, but actually have a significant impact with respect to the context and argument of the safety case.
Difficulty in identifying the indirect impact of change
Identifying the initial impact of a change is only the starting point of the change management process. Safety arguments are a web of dependencies: it is necessary to identify the 'knock-on' effects of changes. To identify these indirect effects the engineer must be able to see clearly the structure of the argument and where the dependencies lie. However, these dependencies are often inadequately presented, or are obscured in current text-based safety arguments.
• Lack of assurance / justification of the change process Faced with a potential challenge to the safety case, those responsible for the maintenance of the safety case must decide on an appropriate response. This response will lie somewhere between the two extremes of doing nothing to the safety case and doing 'everything' (i.e. complete safety case revision). These decisions about the level and nature of response made to a particular challenge must be expressed explicitly and justified in order to have confidence in the ongoing validity of the safety case.
• Insufficient information recorded to support the change process
The previous problems have addressed the quality of the information recorded in the safety case. However, there is also a problem concerning the quantity of information recorded. If information (such as the assumptions and context surrounding safety claims) simply isn't recorded in the safety case then recognition of the impact of any changes requires a significant amount of detective work! In many existing safety cases, context is often assumed knowledge and assumptions are often implicit. Together these problems result in an informal and often subjective change management process where even a basic level of repeatable and systematic impact analysis cannot be guaranteed. Given that the safety case should be maintained as a living argument that always correctly portrays the safety of a system, this informality is a serious concern.
Application of GSN to Change Management
A fundamental concern underlying the problems of safety case maintenance identified in the previous section is the poor perception of the individual elements of conventionally structured safety cases and of the interdependencies that exist between them. The Goal Structuring Notation provides a clear conceptual model of the safety case -representing its elements and interdependencies explicitly. Using the framework GSN provides as a basis for establishing a configuration model for safety cases, we illustrate that is possible to formulate a systematic approach to reasoning about and handling change. The safety case can be considered as consisting of the following four elements:
• Requirements -the safety objectives that must be addressed to assure safety
• Evidence -information from study, analysis and test of the system in question These elements are obviously inter-dependent. Figure 1 illustrates the macro-dependencies that exist between these four elements. This is a simplification of the dependencies that exist between these elements. Dependencies could also exist, for example, between pieces of evidence -e.g. between component failure modes and rates in a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis and basic events in Fault Tree Analysis. Figure 1 however, communicates those dependencies that exist through the intentional relationships of the safety argument. Recognising these dependencies helps to highlight where consistency must be maintained when handling change. This paper proposes an approach that helps engineers to ask specific and structured questions regarding the impact of change on the safety case through utilising the documented dependencies presented in a goal structured safety argument.
The Goal Structuring Notation [2, 3] has been specifically defined to model the entities and relationships shown in Figure  1 . Requirements are represented in the notation as top level Goals. Evidence is represented in the notation as Solutions. Contextual information is represented in the notation as Context, Assumption, Justification and Models. Argument is communicated through the structuring of Goals supported by sub-goals. Figure 2 illustrates how a goal structure can be divided into the four essential elements -requirements, context, evidence and argument. Such relationships are also present in conventional text-only safety cases. However, it is rare that they are communicated as clearly and explicitly as in a goal structure.
A Safety Case Change Process
The safety case change activity can be thought of as consisting of two phases:
• The Damage Phase -Where a change is assessed for its impact on the safety argument of the safety case
• The Recovery Phase -Once the damage has been identified, the process of identifying a recovery action and following though the consequences of that action in recovering the safety argument.
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Figure 3 -A Process for Safety Case Change Management
There is an iterative (and potentially concurrent) relationship between these two phases. The action identified to recover the damaged part of the safety case may also result in damage to other parts of the safety case. For any one change, several iterations of the damage and recovery activities may be necessary to arrive again at a consistent and correct safety case. This highlights the importance of having an efficient and systematic process for carrying out these activities. Using a goal structured safety case it is possible to provide a systematic structure to the activities carried out in these two phases. This structure is shown in Figure 3 . The following describe how using GSN as a configuration model can support the six steps identified in Figure 3 .
4.1
Step 1: Recognise Challenges to the Validity of the Safety Case An important aspect of the through life maintenance of the safety case is awareness of challenges that could potentially render the safety case argument invalid -i.e. being aware of the vulnerability of the safety case argument to external change. Using the model of the safety case proposed in Figure 1 -the role of the safety argument within the safety case is to establish the relationship between the available evidence, safety objectives and contextual information (such as design information). These three elements can be viewed as the 'givens' of the safety argument. Challenges to the validity of a safety argument will arise through challenging one of these givens, i.e. something in the 'real-world' context (outside of the safety case) will challenge the basis of the safety case presented. The safety case will have been produced initially to present a valid safety argument with respect to the regulations, evidence and contextual information appropriate at the time. The difficulty in safety case maintenance is that any or all of these three elements may change over time. For example:
• An additional regulatory requirement may be added following an operational incident. An example of this from the civil aerospace domain would be the addition of a regulation regarding inadvertent thrust reverser deployment [4] following the Lauda Air thrust reverser deployment in flight accident.
• The design of a system may be changed for perfective, corrective or adaptive maintenance reasons or through technology obsolescence. Hogberg, in [5] , describes responding to unanticipated problems with the design of a class of nuclear reactors.
• Assumptions regarding the operational lifetime of a system also form an important part of the safety case context. Such assumptions may be challenged by a desire to extend plant life beyond the originally intended period. Clarke, in [6] , describes such a case for the life-extension of the U.K. civil Magnox nuclear reactors.
• Operational experience may challenge the evidence used as the basis of the original safety argument. For example, the safety case may estimate that a certain failure mode of a component will occur at a certain rate. This rate may be brought into question by operational data. The start point of a systematic change process is the identification and acknowledgement of such changes on a routine basis (as recognised in many of the safety standards such as the HSE Civil Nuclear Safety Assessment Principles [7] and Defence Standard 00-55 [1] ).
4.2
Step 2: Expressing Challenge in Goal Structure Terms Step 2 is concerned with expressing an identified potential challenge in terms of a challenge to elements within the goal structure representation of the safety case argument. There is a correspondence between the types of change introduced and the elements of a typical goal structure. A 'GSN Challenge' will be expressed always in terms of a challenge to elements of the notation representing the requirements, evidence or context. Figures (4-6) illustrate the mappings shown in the above table by providing sketch examples of requirements, evidence and context challenges expressed in GSN terms. It is important to realise that within this step, and therefore also in the examples presented, the concern is to express the initial challenge to a goal structured safety argument (i.e. the start point of impact assessment), rather than the total impact (which will be explored in Step 3).
The convention introduced to denote that a GSN element or relationship is challenged is to place a cross (×) over that item. Figure 5 illustrates a requirement change that translates into a challenge to a context reference made within a goal structure. The HSE Safety Assessment Principles are given as context to a strategy that bases its arguments upon them. If these principles change (e.g. are revised or added to) the basis of the existing argument is challenged. Figure 4 depicts a real-world evidence change that translates directly into a challenge to a solution given within a goal structure. In this case, a fault tree is used to satisfy the probability claim for Hazard X. If the fault tree is called into question (e.g. through operational experience contradicting the basic fault event probabilities used or the implicit claims of independence) the role of this piece of evidence as a solution in the safety argument is challenged. Figure 6 shows a real-world context change that translates directly into a challenge to a context reference made within a goal structure. In this case, the claim of operational safety is defined only within certain operating limits. If these operating limits were exceeded for any reason, the basis of the claim is challenged. 
4.3
Step 3: Using the Goal Structure to Identify Impact of Challenge If a solution item is challenged (as shown in Figure 4 ) it challenges its role as a solution to all goals relying upon it through the SolvedBy relationship (shown by the lines headed with solid arrows). Equally, if a context item is challenged (as shown in Figure 6 ) it challenges the relationship with all goals previously expressed in the context of that item using the InContextOf relationship (shown by the lines headed with hollow arrows). It is the challenge to the structure of the safety argument that must be explored (propagated) to determine the ultimate impact of any challenge on the claims of the safety argument. Based upon the semantics of the notation, the rules for the propagation of change within a goal structure are provided within the following sections.
Propagation of Challenges to Goals, Strategies and Solutions
Changing a goal, strategy or solution (G) within a goal structure challenges the following relationships within the goal structure:
• The role of G as a solution of parent goals or strategies (i.e. items higher up the goal structure). This is not a concern for the top goals of a goal structure.
• The role of G as a parent (objective) of supporting elements (i.e. to items lower down the goal structure). This is obviously not a concern for the solution elements of a goal structure.
• The relationship between G and its stated context (i.e. to items left and right of the core argument)
Propagation of Challenges to Context, Models, Justifications and Assumptions
The effect of changing a context element is made more complicated that that of changing a goal, strategy or solution owing to the inheritance of context elements implied by the semantics of the notation. Changing a context element challenges not only the most immediately associated goal or strategy but also all of the child goals and strategies underneath that item within the goal structure. Changing a context element (C) challenges the following elements within the goal structure:
• All goals, strategies and solutions (G) that introduce C as context (through the InContextOf relationship).
• All goals, strategies and solutions which inherit C as context (i.e. all children of G).
When a goal, strategy or solution is challenged by a context change, the rules of change propagation for these elements (defined in the previous section) apply.
Potential vs. Actual Change Effect -The Role of the Safety Engineer
It should be noted that the rules described for the propagation of change over a goal structure define the potential change effect rather than necessarily the actual change effect. The approach taken is pessimistic. The role of the safety engineer responsible for maintaining the safety argument is then to examine each of these potential areas of impact to decide which require further investigation and which can be ignored (i.e. where the change can be considered benign). The impact of any change will typically be explored to the point at which a (believed) appropriate recovery action can be determined.
4.4
Step 4: Deciding Upon Action to Recover Damaged Argument Recovery is the process of returning the safety argument to a correct, consistent and complete state. The impact of a change (identified in Step 3) may mean that claims made within the safety argument (e.g. concerning the meeting of regulatory or customer requirements) are no longer supported. In such cases, the safety argument must be 'repaired' in order to bring the safety argument back to the original state of supporting the claims. It is necessary to decide upon an appropriate action to recover the safety argument. This decision is set in the context of, and should be focused by, the impact that has been identified. For example, if after Step 3 it is found that the claim that 'No single point of failure can lead to hazard' can no longer be supported, then appropriate action should be taken towards re-supporting this objective -e.g. by making a design change that introduces redundancy. (However, it is important to note that safety may be only one of the factors in deciding upon a recovery action, others perhaps being availability, throughlife cost etc.)
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Figure 7 -An Example Impact Path
In deciding how to recover the argument the following questions should be considered:
• Can the requirements of the safety argument be altered (e.g. weakened) such that the safety argument still holds? • Can the context of the safety argument be altered (perhaps restricted) such that the safety argument still holds? • Can additional evidence be found / created such that the safety argument still holds? The particular action to recover from a challenge can only be decided on a case-by-case basis. However the impact history recorded from Step 3 will offer useful information. Consider the impact path shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 a general safety claim can no longer be supported because a supporting system reliability claim has failed. This claim has failed because a supporting fault tree claim has failed. This claim has failed because a component reliability claim has failed. This claim has failed because a supporting Failure Modes and Effects (FMEA) solution has been challenged (e.g. by operational experience). The overall consequence of this change is that the general safety claim fails. However, the impact path communicates to the safety engineer that more reliable components are required in order that the FMEA evidence can once again support the component reliability claim. The fault tree can then be updated to continue to support the system reliability claim, and the latter can then continue to support the general safety claim.
Side-Effects of Recovery Action
The motivation for identifying and taking recovery action is the need to repair that part of the safety argument identified as damaged (as a result of Step 3). However the recovery action may itself necessitates further change to the safety argument. For example, a design change proposed in response to a challenge to one part of the safety argument may well challenge evidence used in another part. The impact of the recovery action must be assessed and managed in the same manner as the initial challenge.
4.5
Step 5: Recover Identified Damaged Argument Damaged claims were identified at the end of step 3. In the damage process the effects of change are identified through the extent to which they impact, bottom-up, the claims made in the safety argument. The recovery process however works in the opposite direction -top-down -starting from the most fundamental claim challenged (i.e. the claim that is highest in the goal structure) and recovering the argument step-by-step downwards until the claims can be related back to the available evidence.
An Illustrative Example
This section illustrates the application of the impact assessment process to part of the safety argument for a nuclear reactor trip system (derived from details given in [8] ). Figure 8 shows the structure of claims made regarding the timeliness of the trip system response. Input / Output latency has been determined
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Figure 8 -Challenging the Trip System Timing Analysis Results
Step 1: Recognising the Challenge to the Safety Case After initial acceptance of the safety argument, it is later recognised that there was a flaw in the static timing analysis tool used to determine the worst case response time.
Step
2: Expressing Change in Terms of GSN Elements
After examining the peripheral (context, solution and top requirement) elements of the safety argument, it is identified that this challenge directly concerns Sn3 -Timing Analysis Results as shown in Figure 8 .
Step 3: Use GSN to Identify Impact The challenge to Sn3 damages the claim G.TIM.STATIC.1. Damaging G.TIM.STATIC.1 potentially damages the claim G.TIM (as shown in Figure 9 ).
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At this point, one observes that a diverse argument has been applied in the quantitative claims put forward in support of G.TIM. Both analysis and test have been used. Even though G.TIM.STATIC is questioned, there is still the test claim G.TIM.TEST claim to support G.TIM. One observes also that a safety margin exists between the G.TIM and G.TIM.TEST claims, which increases confidence of G.TIM.TEST being able to support G.TIM.
Step 4: Decide upon Recovery Action Given the diversity of the argument, it is possible to decide simply to accept the damage created by challenging the timing analysis results. However, the remaining argument would be weaker and more questionable. Another possibility would be to batch the change, and recover from the timing analysis challenge at a later point in time.
If responding to the change immediately, the safety engineer must identify an approach that will recover the damaged leg of the argument (i.e. the damaged G.TIM.STATIC, G.TIM.STATIC.1 and Sn3 elements). The decision could be to throw it away and replace with a completely different supporting argument -i.e. prune back the argument to G.TIM and start again. Alternatively, the engineer could decide to replace 'like for like' and reinstate the argument in a form similar to that used already. Given that the challenge was due only to a flaw in the tool, reinstating the argument in the same form, after reworking the analysis on the corrected version of the tool, is probably the most effective option. The safety engineer must now consider whether this action has any undesirable side effects on the rest of the argument, in addition to recovering the damage already identified.
Step 2: Expressing Recovery Action in Terms of GSN Elements
An examination of the peripheral elements of the safety argument shows that the recovery action of reworking the analysis does not necessarily damage any other element of the argument. However, the search does highlight the assumption A10 (shown in Figure 8 ) that the instructions timings used in the analysis are correct. This assumption must be preserved as the analysis is reworked.
Step 5: Recovering the Damaged Argument After reworking the timing analysis, the safety engineer is in a position to recover the damaged argument. Working topdown from G.TIM, he or she needs to question whether the damaged G.TIM.STATIC goal must be restated. For example, if the new results were to show a new worst case response time of 2.9 seconds, G.TIM.STATIC would need to be restated accordingly. When G.TIM.STATIC has been recovered, the engineer must next examine G.TIM.STATIC.1 and consider whether this also needs to be restated. It does not, and so G.TIM.STATIC.1 can also be recovered. Sn3 must now be examined to see whether it needs to be redefined. In fact Sn3 must be altered to refer to the new timing analysis results.
Justification of the Change Process
Using this process all potentially impacted items are first highlighted. Amongst all of the potentially impacted items there may be some items that a safety engineer will easily be able to confirm are not affected and some that require further impact investigation. Such decisions of 'no-impact' can have a significant influence on whether the full consequences of a change are recognised. In order to maintain confidence in the change process and rather than leaving such decisions undocumented and unsubstantiated it can be useful to annotate the argument with justifications of where 'no-impact' decisions have been made. Together with the annotations of the changes that were made to the structure, these annotations of 'no-change' aid future comprehension of the argument and help explain how it has (and has not) be changed through time.
Safety Argument Design for Change
Having considered a number of change scenarios over various goal structures, we have been able to identify and assess a number of strategies that can help safety arguments to improve their ability to withstand the effects of change. In particular, we have recognised the usefulness of the following two approaches:
• Safety Margins
• Diverse Evidence / Argument A safety margin is created wherever a sub-goal or solution not only satisfies a parent goal, but also exceeds the requirement, thus providing a safety margin. By doing this, confidence is increased in the satisfaction of the parent and there is a 'margin for error' if the claims put forward in support of the parent goal are weakened at any future occasion (e.g. when the claim is challenged by operational data). Figure 10 shows an example use of a safety margin within a goal structure. In Figure 10 the goal G2 exceeds the requirement set out by G1. The margin acts as a 'crumple zone'. Change can propagate through a goal structure up to G2. The margin between G1 and G2 absorbs the change and prevents further propagation, thus protecting the argument above G1. Figure 11 shows an example use of a diverse argument within a goal structure. A diverse argument exists wherever a number of individually sufficient claims or evidence are put forward to support a particular parent goal. By doing this, confidence is increased in the satisfaction of the parent. For increased 'robustness' the individual arguments should ideally be based upon independent forms of evidence. For example, this could mean:
• Diverse forms of safety analysis and testing information
• Appealing to independent safety mechanisms in the design
The greater the diversity achieved between the forms of argument put forward the greater the confidence there will be in the satisfaction of the parent goal. The degree of independence between the argument will reduce the vulnerability of the argument to common mode failures (e.g. if a certain form of evidence is challenged or the effectiveness of a safety mechanism is questioned).
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Figure 10 -Use of a Safety Margin within a Goal Structure
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Limitations of the Approach
The following are the principal limitations of the approach described in this paper:
• Reliance upon correspondence between safety argument and safety case
• Influence of dependencies external to the safety argument A brief explanation of each of these limitations is provided here. The change impact assessment approach described in this paper is couched in terms of a safety argument recorded as a goal structure. The ability of the approach to express accurately and fully the impact of changes on the safety case depends on the degree to which the goal structured safety argument corresponds to the documented safety case. The usefulness of the approach in helping to maintain the safety case document depends on how well the relationship between the goal structure and document is understood. Employing document references with the goal structure (e.g. labelling a goal with the document section where that requirement is expressed) can explicitly draw out such links and improve this situation. There are dependencies other than those shown in Figure 1 that can exist between the safety case elements of requirements, evidence and context, e.g. between pieces of safety case evidence. The impact of changes through these dependencies must be resolved before attempting to use a goal structure to assess the impact on the safety argument, e.g. it is necessary to realise that changing the FMEA also affects the FTA before assessing the impact of that change within the safety argument. Goal structures record a subset of the dependencies that exist between the safety case elements. In order to get a complete model of dependencies between the elements, additional models are required to record the remaining dependencies. For example, evidence to evidence dependencies could be recorded through a data model such as that presented by Wilson, Kelly and McDermid in [3] .
Tool Support in SAM (Safety Argument Manager)
Support for the change process defined in this paper has been implemented within the SAM (Safety Argument Manager) 4 tool. Using the tool it is possible to follow through the steps of damaging and repairing a goal structure. The tool supports the propagation of a change according to the rules defined in section 4.3. As highlighted in section 4.3, the assessment of the impact of a change cannot be performed mechanically (by a tool) as it is an interactive process between the tool and engineer. The role of the tool is to pessimistically prompt the engineer to consider all potential effects of the change. The engineer guides the tool to propagate particular impact paths. Our experience has been that, although it is possible to follow the through the steps of the impact assessment process by hand, for anything other than trivially simple example, tool support is vital.
Conclusions
This paper presents a systematic approach to the management of safety case change. Starting from a goal structured representation of the safety argument, we have shown how it is possible to use the recorded dependencies of the goal structure to follow through the impact of a change and (having decided upon a corrective action or actions) recover from change. Observed successful strategies that can be employed in the production of safety arguments to mitigate the effects of change have been presented. Although there are recognised limitations to the approach presented, the principal benefit is that it provides a structured and systematic approach to reasoning about the effects of change where previously very limited support was available.
